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I.  PERSONS INVOLVED 
 
INVOLVED OFFICERS 
 
Name:     Eli Prunchak, P# 6180     
Date of Hire:    -99 
Area of Assignment:  Enterprise Area Command (EAC) 
Squad:    EA23 
Call Sign:     
Vehicle:    10573 
Shift Hours:    0630-1630 hours 
Days Off:    Saturday / Sunday / Monday 
Statement Given to FIT: No 
Weapon  
 Make: Sig Sauer 
 Model: P320 
 Caliber: 9mm  

Serial Number:  
 

Name:     Glen Taylor, P# 6998      
Date of Hire:    -00 
Area of Assignment:  EAC  
Squad:    EA23 
Call Sign:     
Vehicle:    10527 
Shift Hours:    0630-1630 hours 
Days Off:    Saturday / Sunday / Monday 
Statement Given to FIT: No 
Weapon  
 Make: Glock 
 Model: 22 
 Caliber: .40  

Serial Number:  
 
VICTIM  
 
Name: Leslie Hildreth Jr.  
DOB: -91 
SSN:  
Race: Hispanic  
Height / Weight: 5’11” / 235 pounds 
Hair / Eyes: Black / Brown  
Address: 6980 Berkshire Place 
 Las Vegas, NV 89147 
Phone Number:    
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SUSPECT  
 
Name: Abel Correa 
DOB:  -90 
SSN:   
ID: 2780029 
Race: Hispanic 
Height / Weight: 6’0" / 190 pounds 
Hair / Eyes: Brown / Brown 
Address: 6990 Berkshire Place 
 Las Vegas, NV 89147 
Weapons:  
 Orange handle Phillips-head screwdriver   
 Crescent adjustable wrench 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Criminal Offenses: Assault with a Deadly Weapon  
 Malicious Destruction of Private Property 
 
II.  PERSONS AT THE SCENE 
 
The below persons responded to the primary and/or secondary incident scene(s); listed is their 
identifying information, such as area of assignment, job classification, personnel number, and 
call sign at the time of the incident.  
 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ASSOCIATIONS 
 

POLICE MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS ASSOCIATION (PMSA) 
1) Sergeant John Hayes P# 4099 

 
POLICE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION (PPA) 

1) Officer Darryl Clodt P# 4319 
2) Officer Steven Grammas P# 6090 
3) Officer Luis Payan P# 7148 
4) Officer Thomas Reid P# 5544 
5) Officer Bryan Yant P# 6956 
6) Attorney David Roger 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATIONS & ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
 
ADMINISTRATIVE & SCIENCES DIVISION 

 
CRIMINALISTICS BUREAU  

 
CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATIONS 
1) Director Randal McLaughlin P# 4170  
2) Crime Scene Analyst Supervisor (CSAS) Terry Martin P# 5946  
3) Senior Crime Scene Analyst (SCSA) Joel Albert P# 13204  
4) SCSA  Robbie Dahn P# 5947  
5) SCSA Stephanie Fletcher P# 6650  
6) SCSA Jeffrey Smith P# 8177  

 
HOMELAND SECURITY DIVISION  

 
SOUTHERN NEVADA COUNTER-TERRORISM CENTER 

 
CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE / KEY RESOURCES / EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT  
1) Officer Jason Moyer P# 7905   

 
INTERNAL OVERSIGHT & CONSTITUTIONAL POLICING 

1) Captain Mathew McCarthy P# 4431  
 

CRITICAL INCIDENT REVIEW TEAM (CIRT) 
1) Sergeant Anthony Bricker P# 6941  
2) Detective Trever Alsup P# 5782  
3) Detective Cindy Fasulo P# 5672  
 
FORCE INVESTIGATION TEAM (FIT) 
1) Lieutenant Robert Plummer P# 4042  
2) Detective Marc Colon P# 7585  
3) Detective Ryan Jaeger P# 5587  
4) Detective Craig Jex P# 5597  
5) Detective Brian Kowalski P# 8550  
6) Detective Joseph Patton P# 8289  
7) Detective Eduardo Pazos P# 6817  

 
TECHNOLOGY & SUPPORT DIVISION 
 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND VIDEO BUREAU 
1)    Marc Moses           P#13637  
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS GROUP 
 
COMMUNITY POLICING DIVISION  

1) Deputy Chief James Owens P# 3409  
 

BOLDEN AREA COMMAND (BAC) 
1)    Officer Paul Lewis              P#  8559  
2) Officer Jason Marin            P#  15026  

 
ENTERPRISE AREA COMMAND (EAC) 
1) Captain Roxanne McDaris P# 4985  
2) Sergeant Robert Bohanon P# 5652   
3) Sergeant Raul Rodriguez P# 6490   
4) Officer Jonathan Conover P# 9344  
5) Officer Jennifer Harper P# 7885  
6) Officer Brian Iulo P# 6048  
7) Officer Homan Lam P# 8723  
8) Officer John Moss P# 9212  
9) Officer Marcelino Mills P# 7944  
10) Officer John Novack P# 6436  
11) Officer Cesar Quesada P# 8911  
12) Officer Connor Reich P# 9357  
13) Officer Michael Saunders P# 6076  
14) Officer Daniel Swanson P# 9701  
15) Officer Sonam Yarphel P# 10034  

 
NORTHEAST AREA COMMAND (NEAC) 
1) Officer Milton Miramontes P# 9813  
 
NORTHWEST AREA COMMAND (NWAC) 
1) Lieutenant Steven Summers P# 4910   
2) Officer David Wheatley  P# 5298  

 
SOUTHEAST AREA COMMAND (SEAC) 
1) Officer Roy Seymore  P# 7617  
2) Officer Russell Schmitt P# 14000  
3) Officer Jamiee Troth P# 15075  

 
TOURIST SAFETY DIVISION 
 

DOWNTOWN AREA COMMAND (DTAC)  
1) Officer Bashir Assalimy P# 14062  
 
SUPPORT OPERATIONS BUREAU 
 

WATCH COMMANDERS 
1) Lieutenant William Huddler  P# 7788   
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OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF / UNDERSHERIFF 
 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION (PIO) 

1) Sergeant John Sheahan P# 3989  
2) Officer Michael Rodriguez P# 12717  
3) Officer Jesse Roybal P# 7523  

 
POLICE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PEAP) 

1) Lead Coordinator Luis Tellez P# 5916   
2) Peer Counselor William Gibbs P# 7553 

  
CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 

1) Assistant District Attorney Robert Daskas 
2) Assistant District Attorney Christopher Lalli 
3) Chief Deputy District Attorney Jeff Rogan  

 
CLARK COUNTY OFFICE OF THE CORONER / MEDICAL EXAMINER (CCOCME) 

1) Coroner John Fudenberg 
2) Investigator Jenny Fagnant P# CC317 

 
CCOCME Case: 15-7840 
Date / Time of Death:  August 7, 2015 / 0949 hours 
Seal:  568310  

 
MORTUARY – LA PALOMA FUNERAL SERVICES 

 
MEDICAL PERSONNEL  
 

AMERICAN MEDICAL RESPONSE (AMR) UNIT A118 (Transported to UMC) 
1) Jason Coates 
2) Leon Hall 
 

CLARK COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT (CCFD) 
 

ENGINE 26 
1) Andres Garate         
2) Jasmine Ghazinour         
3) Edwin Howard         
4) Vay Mickelson         
5) Erlantz Muguira        
6) Michael Nicholson  

 
RESCUE 22 
1) Brad Franklin            
2) Tony Rivera  
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UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER (UMC)  
1) Doctor Kuhls 
 

III.  INCIDENT DETAILS 
 
On August 7, 2015, Leslie Hildreth Jr. phoned police to report his neighbor, Abel Correa, broke 
the front window of his [Hildreth Jr.’s] residence. Hildreth Jr. had a surveillance system 
installed on his residence and the system captured Correa throwing a ball hitch while standing 
next to the front door of 6990 Berkshire Place. The ball hitch struck one of Hildreth Jr.'s 
windows causing it to break. The ball hitch travelled through the window and landed in a chair 
inside the house.  
 
Officers Prunchak and Taylor arrived at 6980 Berkshire Place and reviewed the surveillance 
footage. After they reviewed the surveillance footage, Officers Prunchak and Taylor walked to 
6990 Berkshire Place and attempted to contact Correa. Sitting on a chair outside the front door 
of 6990 Berkshire was Mariaelena Correa, Correa's mother. While Officers Prunchak and 
Taylor spoke to Mariaelena, Correa's brother, Moises Correa, was inside the residence and 
opened the door. Moises allowed Officers Prunchak and Taylor into the residence to look for 
Correa. While the officers were searching the residence, Moises motioned to Officer Prunchak 
that Correa was hiding in the closet located immediately inside the front door. When Officer 
Prunchak opened the closet door, Correa, who was armed with a screwdriver and wrench, 
charged at Officer Prunchak. Officers Prunchak and Taylor discharged their firearms, striking 
Correa, and preventing Officer Prunchak from being stabbed with the screwdriver or struck 
with the wrench. Medical attention was summoned and Correa was transported to UMC. The 
crime scene was secured and the Force Investigation Team (FIT) was notified.  
  
Upon arrival of investigators, Sergeant Bohanan conducted a briefing. The following persons 
were present: 
 
1) Captain McCarthy 
2) Lieutenant Plummer 
3) Sergeant Bricker 
4) Sergeant Sheehan  
5) Detective Alsup 
6) Detective Fasulo 
7) Detective Jaeger 
8) Detective Jex 
9) Detective Kowalski 
10) Detective Patton 
11) Detective Pazos 
12) Director McLaughlin 
13) CSAS Martin 

 
Following the briefing, Detective Jaeger was assigned the responsibility of documenting the 
crime scene with crime scene analysts. Detectives Jex, Kowalski, Patton, and Pazos were 
assigned to interview available witnesses and conduct weapon countdowns. Detective Colon 
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was assigned responsibilities at the hospital, which included interviewing any possible 
witnesses.  
 
IV. BODY WORN CAMERAS 
 
Officer Michael Saunders  
 
Officer Saunders was one of the first assisting officers and was equipped with a body worn 
camera. Officer Saunders’ camera captured the scene immediately after Correa was shot, and 
how medical personnel altered the scene while performing lifesaving techniques on Correa. 
Officer Saunders’ body worn camera footage was uploaded into evidence by Officer Saunders 
once he was relieved from his position on scene.    
 
Officer Glen Taylor  
 
Lieutenant Plummer took custody of and secured Officer Taylor’s body worn camera. The 
video footage was viewed by Officer Taylor on August 7, 2015, at 1332 hours. Officer Taylor’s 
body camera footage was later uploaded into evidence.   
 
V.  HOSPITAL  
 
Location and Description of the Body 
 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1030 hours, Detective Colon responded to UMC where 
he made contact with Officer Moss, who was standing by Correa's body. Correa was located in 
the negative pressure isolation room and was covered with a blue sheet. Officer Moss reported 
Dr. Kuhls pronounced Correa deceased at 0949 hours. 
  
At 1136 hours, Clark County Coroner Investigator Fagnant responded to UMC along with 
SCSA Albert, who took multiple photographs prior to and during Investigator Fagnant’s 
examination. Investigator Fagnant’s exam revealed the following: 
 
1) Correa was laying on his back, strapped to a backboard, with obvious medical 

intervention present. 
2) Correa had blue jeans and black shorts that had been cut off and were still around his 

ankles. 
3) No admit blood had been recovered by UMC staff. 
4) Correa had six (6) apparent gunshot wounds: 

a) Left upper chest 
b) Left side abdomen 
c) Left front hip 
d) Middle lower abdomen 
e) Right lower back 
f) Center back 
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SCSA Albert documented the above injuries with photographs. SCSA Albert impounded the 
following items: 
 
1) One (1) pair of black shorts 
2) One (1) pair of blue jeans 
3) One (1) pair of black shoes and socks 
4) Glass pipe (inside jeans pocket) 
5) Tan wallet containing a Nevada driver license in the name of Abel Correa 
6) Temporary/Extended Order of Protection paperwork under LVMPD Event# 150706-3089 

(located in wallet) 
 

SCSA Albert bagged Correa’s hands before Investigator Fagnant sealed the body under seal# 
568310. La Paloma Funeral Services transported Correa's body to the Clark County Office of 
the Coroner/Medical Examiner. 
 
VI. SCENE WALK-THROUGHS  
 
The purpose of the scene walk-through is to help investigators develop an understanding of 
the scene, including identifying officer locations at the time deadly force was used, identifying 
potential physical evidence, and re-creating a timeline of the incident.  
 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1220 hours, Officer Taylor provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant  Plummer 
2) Detective Jaeger  
3) Detective Pazos 
4) Director McLaughlin  
5) CSAS Martin  
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Taylor relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Prunchak was standing on the west side of the closet door. Officer Taylor swung the 
closet door open while standing on the east side of the door. Immediately upon opening the 
door, Correa lunged out of the closet at Officer Prunchak. Correa was holding what Officer 
Taylor thought was a knife in his right hand and a metal object in his left hand. Correa was 
holding his hands up by his ears in an “attack stance.” Officer Taylor saw Officer Prunchak 
retreat backwards from Correa, but was pinned in by the closed front door and a couch. Officer 
Taylor thought Correa was going to stab Officer Prunchak, so he discharged his firearm two (2) 
times at Correa in an attempt to prevent Correa from stabbing Officer Prunchak. After Correa 
was shot, he fell to the ground and dropped the objects in his hands. After Correa dropped the 
objects, Officer Taylor could see Correa was armed with a screwdriver and a wrench, not a 
knife. While medical personnel were performing lifesaving techniques on Correa, more 
screwdrivers fell from his clothing. At the conclusion of the walk-through, Officer Taylor placed 
an orange traffic cone on the ground where he believed he was standing when he discharged 
his firearm. 
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On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1227 hours, Officer Prunchak provided a walk-through of 
the scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Plummer 
2) Detective Jaeger 
3) Detective Pazos  
4) Director McLaughlin  
5) CSAS Martin  
6) PPA representative Officer Payan  
7) PPA attorney David Roger 
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Prunchak relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Prunchak was standing on the west side of the closet door and motioned to Officer 
Taylor to open the closet door. Officer Taylor stood on the east side of the door and swung it 
open. As the door was opening, Correa lunged out of the closet at Officer Prunchak. Correa 
was holding a screwdriver in one hand and a wrench in the other. Correa had his hands raised 
up by his ears in an aggressive manner. Officer Prunchak attempted to back away from Correa 
but was blocked by a couch. Officer Prunchak discharged his firearm three (3) or four (4) times 
at Correa to stop him. At the conclusion of the walk-through, Officer Prunchak placed an 
orange traffic cone on the ground where he believed he was standing when he discharged his 
firearm.           
 
VII.  PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT (PSS) 
 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1052 hours, Detective Kowalski interviewed Sergeant 
Bohanon in reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Officer Prunchak. Also 
present was PMSA representative Sergeant Hayes. Below are the questions asked by 
Sergeant Bohanon, and in italics the answers provided by Officer Prunchak.   
 

1) Did you discharge your firearm? 
Yes. 
a) If so, in what direction? 

Northwest direction, from the entry of the house towards the closet.   
b) Approximately where were you located when you fired?  

The entryway to the house. 
c) How many shots do you think you fired?   

Three (3) or four (4).  
2) Is anyone injured?  

Yes.  
a) If so, where are they located?   

Laying on the ground right outside the closet. 
3) Are there any outstanding suspects?  

No. 
a) If so, what is their description?   

[Not asked] 
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b) What direction and mode of travel?   
[Not asked] 

c) How long have they been gone?   
[Not asked] 

d) What crime(s) have they committed?  
[Not asked] 

e) What type of weapon do they have?  
[Not asked] 

4) Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?  
No. 
a) If so, what direction were the rounds fired from? 

[Not asked] 
b) How many shots do you think the suspect fired?  

[Not asked] 
c) Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired?  

[Not asked] 
5) Do you know if any other officers discharged their firearms? 

Yes. 
a) If so, who are they?  

Officer Glen Taylor.  
b) Approximately where was the officer(s) located when they fired?  

He was a little bit further inside the house, opening up the closet door at the time 
of the shoot.  

6) Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured or protected?  
The screwdriver and the wrench the suspect had in his hands.  
a) If so, where are they located?  

In the crime scene.  
7) Are you aware of witnesses?  

The mother of the deceased, who was in the house but did not witness the shooting, 
and the brother, who was also in the house and pointed out where the suspect was 
hiding, did not see the shooting.    
a) If so, what is their location?  

[Not asked] 
 

On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1055 hours, Detective Kowalski interviewed Sergeant 
Bohanon in reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Officer Taylor. Also 
present was PMSA representative Sergeant Hayes. Below are the questions asked by 
Sergeant Bohanon, and in italics the answers provided by Officer Taylor.   
 

1) Did you discharge your firearm? 
Yes. 
a) If so, in what direction? 

West to southwest direction, towards the closet and the suspect.    
b) Approximately where were you located when you fired?  

Opened door to the closet, just outside of it.  
c) How many shots do you think you fired?   

Two (2). 
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2) Is anyone injured?  
Yes, the suspect.  
a) If so, where are they located?   

Just outside the closet. 
3) Are there any outstanding suspects?  

No. 
a) If so, what is their description?   

[Not asked] 
b) What direction and mode of travel?   

[Not asked] 
c) How long have they been gone?   

[Not asked] 
d) What crime(s) have they committed?  

[Not asked] 
e) What type of weapon do they have?  

[Not asked] 
4) Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?  

No. 
a) If so, what direction were the rounds fired from? 

[Not asked]  
b) How many shots do you think the suspect fired?  

[Not asked] 
c) Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired?  

[Not asked] 
5) Do you know if any other officers discharged their firearms? 

Yes. 
a) If so, who are they?  

Officer Prunchak. 
b) Approximately where was the officers located when they fired?  

He was closer to the front door, to my left.  
6) Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured/protected?  

Yes, a screwdriver and a wrench on the ground next to the suspect.  
a) If so, where are they located?  

[Not asked] 
7) Are you aware of witnesses?  

The mother of the deceased was in the kitchen, and the brother, who pointed out the 
suspect to the officers, moved away from the officers' location. At the time of the 
shooting, he was in an unknown location in the house.  
a) If so, what is their location?  

[Not asked] 
 
VIII. OFFICER WEAPON COUNTDOWNS  
 
On August 7, 2015, Officers Prunchak and Taylor had their duty weapons counted down at 
LVMPD Headquarters. Involved officers were photographed by CSA personnel for appearance 
purposes, and their weapons were photographed for identification purposes.  
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Officer Prunchak  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
 
1) Officer Prunchak  
2) Officer Taylor  
3) Detective Alsup  
4) Detective Colon 
5) SCSA Albert 
6) PPA representative Officer Clodt  
7) PPA representative Officer Grammas 
8) PPA representative Officer Payan 
9) PPA representative Officer Yant 
10) PPA attorney David Roger 
 
Officer Prunchak was dressed in a standard LVMPD summer uniform. He wore LVMPD 
patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer Prunchak wore a 
black duty belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in Patrol. Officer 
Prunchak’s handgun was carried on the right side of his body and secured in a holster. 
 
Prior to countdown, Officer Prunchak stated he carried seventeen (17) cartridges in the 
magazine loaded in his firearm and one (1) cartridge in the chamber (17+1, 18 total).  
 

Make  Sig Sauer 

Model P320 

Serial Number  

Caliber 9mm  

Weapon Mounted Light No 

Ammunition Speer 9mm Luger +P 

Cartridge in Chamber Yes 

Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 13 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 17 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 17 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #3 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

 Countdown: 17 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #4 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

 Countdown: 17 cartridges 

 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Prunchak discharged his firearm 
four (4) times during this incident. Officer Prunchak’s firearm, magazine, and cartridges were 
photographed and impounded by SCSA Albert.  
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Officer Taylor  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
 
1) Officer Prunchak  
2) Officer Taylor  
3) Detective Colon  
4) Detective Golgart 
5) SCSA Albert 
6) PPA representative Officer Clodt  
7) PPA representative Officer Grammas 
8) PPA representative Officer Payan 
9) PPA representative Officer Yant 
10) PPA attorney David Roger 
 
Officer Taylor was dressed in a standard LVMPD summer uniform. He wore LVMPD patches 
on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer Taylor wore a black duty 
belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in Patrol. Officer Taylor’s 
handgun was carried on the left side of his body and secured in a holster. 
 
Prior to countdown, Officer Taylor stated he carried fifteen (15) cartridges in the magazine 
loaded in his firearm and one (1) cartridge in the chamber (15+1, 16 total).  
 

Make  Glock 

Model 22 

Serial Number  

Caliber .40  

Weapon Mounted Light Yes 

Ammunition Speer .40 S&W 

Cartridge in Chamber Yes 

Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 15 cartridges 

Countdown: 13 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 15 cartridges 

Countdown: 15 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 15 cartridges 

Countdown: 15 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #3 Capacity: 15 cartridges 

 Countdown: 15 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #4 Capacity: 15 cartridges 

 Countdown: 15 cartridges 

 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Taylor discharged his firearm 
two (2) times during this incident. Officer Taylor’s firearm, magazine, and cartridges were 
photographed and impounded by SCSA Albert.  
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IX.  SEARCH WARRANTS  
 
On August 7, 2015, a telephonic search warrant was authored by Detective Patton and 
approved by Judge Melanie Tobiasson for 6990 Berkshire Place, Las Vegas, NV 89147. The 
following personnel served the search warrant and documented the results: 
   
1) Lieutenant Plummer  
2) Detective Jaeger 
3) Detective Patton 
4) Detective Pazos  
5) SCSA Stephanie Fletcher  
6) SCSA Jeffrey Smith  
 
The following items were photographed and impounded as part of the search warrant: 
  
1) Hammer 
2) Phillips-head screwdriver  
3) Crescent wrench with apparent blood 
4) Craftsman screwdriver with reddish-brown stains  
5) Two (2) flathead screwdrivers with apparent blood stains 
6) Four (4) 9mm cartridge cases 
7) Two (2) .40 caliber cartridge cases 
8) Tank top with apparent blood stains 
 
SCSA Smith took overall photographs of the interior of the residence and photographed the 
items in place prior to recovering them.  
            
Consent to Search Card – 6980 Berkshire Place  
 
On August 7, 2015, Leslie Hildreth Jr. signed a Consent to Search Card allowing police to 
enter his residence to view surveillance footage, photograph damage, and collect the ball hitch 
thrown through his window. Detective Kowalski witnessed the signing of the Consent to Search 
Card.    
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X. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENE AND VISIBLE EVIDENCE 
 
6980 Berkshire Place 

 

 
 
6980 Berkshire Place was located at the corner of an “L” intersection of the north/south 
running Amberwood Lane and the east/west running Berkshire Place. Berkshire Place 
extended west from the north end of Amberwood Lane with the residence of 6980 Berkshire 
Place at the corner of these streets on the northeast side. The front door of 6980 Berkshire 
Place faced southwest and was centrally located within the residence. A surveillance camera 
was affixed above and approximately two (2) feet south of the front door aimed in a westerly 
direction. A bedroom was located immediately northwest of the front door with the bedroom 
window located on the front of the residence facing southwest. The window was separated into 
three (3) sections of glass. The section of glass located on the northwest side of the window 
was broken. Pieces of broken glass were located inside the bedroom on the floor and on the 
bed adjacent to the window.  
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One (1) metal ball hitch was located on a chair on the southeast wall of the room. This metal 
ball hitch was the object Correa threw through the window.   
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6990 Berkshire Place  
 

 
6990 Berkshire Place was located immediately west of 6980 Berkshire Place. The front side of 
the residence was south facing with the front door centrally located. A two (2) car garage was 
west of the front door at the southwest corner of the residence. The front door of the residence 
opened inward and to the left and gave entrance into the living room at the southwest corner. 
A tiled entryway extended north from the front door and terminated in the northwest corner of 
the living room with an east/west running hallway providing access to the rest of the residence.  
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Living Room 
 

 
A couch was located on the south wall of the room with a side table on the west side. A love 
seat was situated facing east and extended from the north side of the side table. The love seat 
was turned and was facing southeast. Two (2) cabinets with television sets on top of them 
were located on the north wall of the living room with a floor fan in between. A fireplace was 
located on the east wall of the room, with a large birdcage just to the south in the southeast 
corner.      
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The entryway was on the west side of the living room behind the back of the love seat. A coat 
closet was on the west wall of the entryway with the door to the closet opening out and to the 
right. 
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Evidentiary Observations 
 
The hall closet door was in the open position and multiple hand tools were located on the 
entryway floor. One (1) True Temper hammer was on top of a shopping bag inside the closet 
against the back (west) wall; one (1) Phillips-head screwdriver and one (1) Crescent wrench 
were on the entryway/living room floor just northeast of the open closet door; and one (1) red 
tank top with apparent blood and multiple holes in the fabric was on the floor with one (1) 
flathead screwdriver beneath it. The tank top and flathead screwdriver were located near the 
northwest corner of the living room and adjacent to the east/west running hallway.  
  

 
One (1) cartridge case with the headstamp “SPEER 9MM LUGER +P” was on the 
entryway/living room floor just east of the open hall closet door. Additional cartridge cases with 
the same headstamp were located in the following locations in the living room: One (1) on the 
floor between the television cabinets on the north wall of the room, one (1) on the floor in front 
of the fireplace on the east wall, and one (1) on the floor underneath the northwest corner of 
the east television cabinet on the north wall.  
 
One (1) Craftsman flathead screwdriver and one (1) Great Neck USA screwdriver were on the 
floor near the entrance to the kitchen. 
 
One (1) cartridge case with the headstamp “SPEER 40 S&W” was on the floor near the south 
wall of the hallway near the entrance to the kitchen. 
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One (1) cartridge case with headstamp “SPEER 40 S&W” was on the floor near the south wall 
of the room and adjacent to the southeast corner. 
 
Two (2) smaller bedrooms, a hallway bathroom, and a master bedroom with an en suite 
bathroom made up the northeast corner of the residence.   
 
Bullet Hole Trajectory 
 
One (1) bullet hole was located in the west (back) wall of the hall closet. The hole was located 
3’1” up from the floor and 1’ south of the north wall of the closet. The bullet trajectory was 70° 
left to right and at a 5° downward angle. The bullet perforated the west closet wall, exited the 
east wall of the garage, perforated the leading edge of the garage door into the residence, 
perforated the east wall of an entertainment center on the north wall of the garage, and 
impacted the opposite wall of the entertainment center shelf. A search was conducted of the 
garage for the bullet/fragments and none were located.  
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East/West Running Hallway 
 
The east/west running hallway was accessed by an open area at the northwest corner of the 
living room. The kitchen was located off the hallway to the west, with the bedrooms and 
bathrooms located off the hallway to the east. 
 
Kitchen 
 
The kitchen was located at the northwest corner of the residence, with the east/west hallway 
located on the east wall near the southeast corner. Kitchen cabinets and appliances were 
located in the northwest corner of the room, with a large dining table making up the west side 
of the room.  
  
Additional Information 
 
The following measurements were taken based on officers’ location: 
 
Officer Prunchak to Correa’s location: 3’11” 
Officer Taylor to Correa’s location: 6’1” 
Officer Prunchak to Officer Taylor: 8’8” 
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Evidence Recovered – 6990 Berkshire Place 
 
1) One (1) orange handled Philips-head screwdriver   
2) One (1) True Temper hammer, collected from inside the living room coat closet 
3) One (1) orange handled Phillips-head screwdriver marked “CHROME VANDIUM," 

collected from the living room floor east of the living room coat closet.  
4) One (1) 10 inch Crescent wrench with apparent blood stains, collected from the living 

room floor east of the living room coat closet.  
5) One (1) Craftsman flathead screwdriver with reddish-brown stains, collected from the 

hallway floor on the east side of the kitchen.  
6) One (1) Great Neck USA flathead screwdriver with apparent blood stains, collected 

from the hallway floor on the east side of the kitchen.  
7) One (1) cartridge case, headstamp “SPEER 9MM LUGER +P," collected from the living 

room floor east of the coat closet.  
8) Two (2) cartridge cases, headstamp “SPEER 9MM LUGER +P," collected from the 

living room floor adjacent to the north wall.  
9) One (1) cartridge case, headstamp “SPEER 9MM LUGER +P," collected from the living 

room floor next to the fireplace. 
10) One (1) cartridge case, headstamp “SPEER 40 S&W,” collected from the hallway floor.  
11) One (1) cartridge case, headstamp “SPEER 40 S&W,” collected from the kitchen floor.  
12) One (1) cut tank top with apparent blood stains, collected from the living room floor. 
13) One (1) red and black handled flathead screwdriver with apparent blood stains, 

collected from underneath the tank top.  
 
Evidence Recovered – 6980 Berkshire Place 
 
1) One (1) ball hitch, marked “V-5 VALLEY 1 7/8 IN. 2000 LBS,” collected from the chair 

adjacent to the bed along the southeast wall inside the southwest bedroom.  
2) Surveillance footage collected from Clearview 4 channel DVR, collected by M. 

Moses.  
 
XI.  THIRD PERSON VIDEO TIMELINE  
 
The following is a timeline of events established using the surveillance video footage obtained 
from Hildreth Jr.'s residence.  
 
6980 Berkshire Place 
  
0556 hours: Correa exited the front door of 6990 Berkshire Place and was seen by 

Richardo Simental-Lara.  
  
0557 hours: Simental-Lara left for work. 
  
0610 hours: Correa reentered 6990 Berkshire Place.   
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6980 Berkshire Place 
  
0611 hours: Correa exited 6990 Berkshire Place and threw a ball hitch at 6980 Berkshire 

Place then reentered his residence.  
  
0617 hours: Mariaelena Correa arrived in her truck and parked in the driveway of 6990 

Berkshire Place. Mariaelena unloaded bags of groceries from her truck and 
carried them into the house.  

  
0622 hours: Leslie Hildreth Jr. spoke to Mariaelena. Mariaelena reentered 6990 

Berkshire Place, retrieved the bags of groceries, and placed them back in 
her truck.  

  
0625-0805 hours: Mariaelena made a cell phone call while standing behind her truck. 

Mariaelena waited outside of her residence.  
  
0805 hours: Mariaelena carried some of the bags of groceries from her truck and placed 

them next to the front door [6990 Berkshire Place].  
  
0837 hours: Mariaelena carried additional groceries from her truck and placed them by 

the front door.  
  
0856 hours: Officers Prunchak and Taylor arrived at 6980 Berkshire Place.  
  
0857 hours: Officers Prunchak and Taylor entered 6980 Berkshire Place with Hildreth Jr.  
  
0900 hours: Officers Prunchak and Taylor exited 6980 Berkshire Place and approached 

6990 Berkshire Place and talked to Mariaelena, who was sitting outside the 
front door of the residence.  

  
0906 hours: Moises Correa exited 6990 Berkshire Place and walked over to 6980 

Berkshire Place to look at the broken window.  
  
0908 hours: Additional LVMPD officers arrived at 6980 Berkshire Place.  
  
0912 hours: CCFD Rescue 22 and AMR Unit A118 arrived.  
  
0926 hours: Correa was transported by AMR Unit A118 to UMC.  
 
XII.  AUTOPSY  
 
On August 8, 2015, at approximately 0800 hours, under CCOCME Case 15-07840, an autopsy 
was performed on the body of Abel Correa at the Clark County Office of the Coroner/Medical 
Examiner by Doctor Lisa Gavin.   
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The following persons were in attendance: 
1) Doctor Gavin 
2) Forensic Technician Donald Wall 
3)     Detective Jaeger  
4)     Detective Pazos  
5)     SCSA Fletcher 

 
The following items of evidence were impounded by SCSA Fletcher: 
 
1) One (1) buccal swab kit from the mouth of Correa 
2) One (1) hand preservation bag from the right hand of Correa 
3) One (1) hand preservation bag from the left hand of Correa 
4) Fingernail clippings from the right hand of Correa 
5) Fingernail clippings from the left hand of Correa 
6) Five (5) bullets removed from the body of Correa 
 
The following wounds/injuries were noted on Correa: 

 
1) Gunshot wound of left upper chest 
2) Gunshot wound to the left flank 
3) Gunshot wound to the left hip overlying left iliac crest 
4) Gunshot wound of the right mid-lateral back 
5) Gunshot wound to the near center of the back. 
6) Laceration of occipital scalp without subscalpular hemorrhage  
7) Abrasions near right antecubital fossa 
8) Crusted abrasions near left elbow 
9) Abrasions on the left dorsal forearm and left dorsal wrist 
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Upon the completion of toxicology testing, the following results were noted: 
1)     Methamphetamine intoxication 
2)     Positive for Delta-9 Carboxy THC   

 
After a complete autopsy, Doctor Gavin opined Correa died as a result of multiple gunshot 
wounds. The manner of death was homicide.  
 
XIII.  PERSONS CONTACTED  
 
The following persons were contacted reference their knowledge of the facts and 
circumstances related to the incident:  
 
LVMPD OFFICERS / PERSONNEL   
 
Sergeant Robert Bohanon  
Date of Hire: -97 
Area of Assignment: EAC   
Squad: EA23 
Call Sign:  
Shift Hours: 0630-1630 hours 
Days Off: Saturday / Sunday / Monday  
Obtained the Public Safety Statements from Officers Prunchak and Taylor 
 
CIVILIANS 
 
Gilberto Correa 
DOB: - -   
SSN: - -  
ID: 1548253  
Address: 6020 Torrey Pines Drive, #101 
 Las Vegas, NV 89108 
Phone Number: - -  
Employer: Fox Transportation 
Shift Hours: Varies 
Witness; provided an audio recorded statement  
 
Mariaelena Correa 
DOB: - -55  
SSN:   
ID: 1603847 
Address: 6990 Berkshire Place 
 Las Vegas, NV 89147  
Phone Number:  
Witness; provided an audio recorded statement  
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Moises Correa 
DOB: -97  
Address: 6990 Berkshire Place  
 Las Vegas, NV 89147  
Phone Number:  
Employer: Wet ‘N’ Wild 
Shift Hours: Varies 
Witness; provided an audio recorded statement  
 
Ricardo Correa 
DOB: 78  
SSN:  
ID: 1548253  
Address: 6020 Torrey Pines Drive, #101 
 Las Vegas, NV 89108 
Phone Number: 7  
Employer: Fox Transportation 
Shift Hours: Varies 
Witness; provided an audio recorded statement  
 
Leslie Hildreth Jr. 
DOB: -91  
SSN:  
NV OLN:   
Address: 6980 Berkshire Place  
 Las Vegas, NV 89147  
Phone Number:  
Witness; provided a written and audio recorded statement, and video surveillance footage 
 
Ricardo Simental-Lara 
DOB: -69   
SSN:  
ID: None  
NV OLN:  
Address: 6980 Berkshire Place 
 Las Vegas, NV 89147 
Phone Number:   
Witness; provided an audio recorded statement  
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Xochitl Simental 
DOB: -08-87  
Address: 6980 Berkshire Place 
 Las Vegas, NV 89147 
Phone Number:   
Witness; provided an audio recorded statement 
 
XIV. INVESTIGATION  
 
Suspectology – Abel Correa (2015) 
  
June 18 A domestic dispute occurred between Correa and his mother, Mariaelena Correa. 

During the incident Correa had locked himself in Mariaelena’s bedroom and started 
destroying items. Responding LVMPD officers instructed Mariaelena on the steps 
needed to obtain a Temporary Protection Order (TPO) against Correa. The officers' 
investigation revealed no battery had occurred and the call was cleared. 

  
June 19 Mariaelena Correa applied for a TPO against Correa. It was granted on June 22, 

2015, but not input into the system until June 23, 2015. 
  
June 22 Correa was contacted by LVMPD officers due a neighbor’s vehicle tires being 

slashed. Correa was believed to be the suspect and was reported to be carrying a 
hammer. Correa refused to show his hands to officers and was taken down with an 
arm bar and taken into custody. Correa was issued a citation for Obstructing a 
Public Officer and transported for psychiatric evaluation and hold. 

  
June 25, Constables attempted to contact Correa to serve a TPO and an eviction notice. The 

constables were unable to locate Correa and the TPO and eviction notice were not 
served. 

June 30, 
 & July 1 
  
July 7 A domestic dispute occurred between Correa and Mariaelena. While waiting for 

police, Correa slashed Mariaelena’s pickup truck tires. Mariaelena refused to file 
charges against Correa. Correa was served the TPO by responding LVMPD 
officers. The officers' investigation revealed no battery occurred and the call was 
cleared. 

 
Officers Prunchak and Taylor 
 
Per LVMPD Policy 6/002.04, Post Use of Force Procedures, an involved officer may provide a 
recorded statement to FIT investigators. If given, involved officer statements are taken at least 
48 hours after the incident unless waived by the involved officer.  
 
Officers Prunchak and Taylor declined to provide a statement to FIT investigators.  
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Moises and Gilberto Correa 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1100 hours, Detective Jex conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Moises and Gilberto Correa at 6990 Berkshire Place. The following is a 
summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcript.   
 
Moises Correa 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 0300 hours, Moises was in his bedroom playing video 
games and heard someone in his mother’s bedroom. His mother, Mariaelena Correa, was not 
at the residence at the time. Moises thought it may be his mother and went out to see if it was 
her. He observed his older brother, Abel Correa, in the living room area. Moises indicated Abel 
had moved out of the residence and was living with his older brother, Ricardo Correa, and was 
not supposed to be at the residence. Abel told Moises he was there to get some of his stuff his 
mother had taken from him. Abel told Moises he was going to wait for his mother to get home. 
Moises went back to his room and fell asleep.   
 
At approximately 0600 hours, Moises woke up and went to the bathroom and observed Abel 
was still awake and Mariaelena was outside the residence. At approximately 0700 hours, 
Moises received a text message from the next door neighbor stating Mariaelena was outside 
and his brother, Abel, was inside the residence. At approximately 0730 hours, Moises received 
a text from Mariaelena stating Abel had broken a window in the neighbor’s house and she had 
called the police and was waiting for them to arrive.  
 
Moises stated the police arrived and he let them into the residence to look for Abel. Mariaelena 
remained outside while the officers searched. The officers went to the garage to check an attic 
space where Abel was known to hide. While officers were in the garage, Moises located Abel 
hiding in the closet in the living room. Moises stated Abel had a screwdriver with him. When 
the officers returned from the garage, Moises pointed at the closet door indicating Abel was 
hiding in the closet. Moises walked outside of the residence before the officers made contact 
with Abel, and heard gunshots shortly after exciting. Moises stayed outside until medical 
personnel arrived and removed Abel from the scene and transported him to UMC. Moises 
stated he did not hear any verbal commands from the officers before the shots were fired, and 
only heard Mariaelena scream. 
 
After the shots were fired, Moises went through the back door into the kitchen area, where 
Mariaelena was with an officer, and stayed with her inside the house.  
 
Moises indicated there had been prior arguments between Abel with Mariaelena where the 
police were called to the residence. He stated Abel had been using drugs and when he was on 
the drugs he would have problems with the family. Moises said Abel had been arrested before 
and he would argue and fight with the police when they would come to the residence.  
 
Gilberto Correa  
At approximately 0700 hours, Gilberto received a phone call from Mariaelena. She told him 
there was a problem with his brother, Abel. Abel had thrown something through the window of 
the neighbor’s house and the police had been called to the residence but had not yet arrived. 
Mariaelena stated to Gilberto the neighbor had a camera and knew it was Abel that had broken 
the window. Gilberto told Mariaelena to call him back when police arrived.  
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Mariaelena called Gilberto when officers arrived, and told him the officers were searching the 
house for Abel. While on the phone, Gilberto heard two (2) gunshots then Mariaelena 
screaming. He also stated he did not hear the officers give any verbal commands to Abel. The 
phone then went dead. Gilberto called Mariaelena and Moises, but neither answered their 
phone. Gilberto left work and drove to the residence and met up with the family members at 
the scene.  
 
Gilberto indicated Abel had problems with Mariaelena which resulted in verbal arguments. He 
stated Mariaelena had obtained a restraining order against Abel, but was unsure if it had ever 
been served to him. Because of the problems between Abel and Mariaelena, Gilberto stated 
Abel had moved in with his other brother, Ricardo Correa. Gilberto also stated Abel abused 
drugs.  
 
Mariaelena Villa Correa 
 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1140 hours, Detective Pazos conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Mariaelena Villa Correa. The interview was conducted inside of 
Detective Pazos' unmarked LVMPD vehicle which was parked in front of 6990 Berkshire Place. 
Gilberto Correa, Mariaelena's son, was also present during the interview to provide Mariaelena 
with emotional support. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer 
to the transcript.  
 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 0900, hours Mariaelena arrived home from grocery 
shopping and saw her next door neighbor, Leslie Hildreth Jr., outside his residence. Hildreth 
Jr. explained to Mariaelena the police had been called because her son, Abel Correa, had 
broken the front window of Hildreth Jr.’s house with an unknown object. Once the police were 
called, it took Officers Prunchak and Taylor approximately three (3) hours to respond to 
Hildreth Jr.’s residence and make contact with him. While at Hildreth Jr.’s house, officers 
watched a video of Abel Correa throwing a tow ball hitch through Hildreth Jr.’s living room 
window.  
 
Officers Prunchak and Taylor exited Hildreth Jr.’s residence and made contact with Mariaelena 
in front of her residence. Officers Prunchak and Taylor asked Mariaelena if Abel Correa was 
inside her residence. Mariaelena did not have keys to her residence on her person, so she 
phoned her youngest son, Moises Correa, who was inside the residence and asked him to 
open the front door and let in Officers Prunchak and Taylor. Moises opened the door and 
allowed Officers Prunchak and Taylor into the residence. Mariaelena saw one officer walk 
towards Abel’s room and the other walk towards the garage. Mariaelena did not hear officers 
announce themselves while they were inside looking for Abel.   
 
Mariaelena followed one of the officers into the garage while he looked for Abel. When the 
officer finished looking in the garage he walked back inside the house towards the front door. 
Mariaelena was closing the garage door when she heard shots and started to scream. 
Mariaelena ran into the living room and saw Abel lying on the ground.  
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Mariaelena had previously filed for a protection order against Abel and the protection order 
was still in effect. The protection order was for domestic violence against Mariaelena. 
Mariaelena obtained the protection order because Abel had been destroying her house and 
was behaving very rudely towards her. Mariaelena knew her son Abel had police contact two 
(2) other times and did not resist officers. On one previous police encounter, Abel refused to 
be searched and was taken to the ground by police.  
 
Mariaelena knew Abel normally carried a screwdriver in his hand because he liked to fix things. 
Mariaelena also thought Abel was probably working on something inside the closet where 
police found him.  
 
Due to all the problems Abel had caused Mariaelena, she told her other son, Moises, not to 
allow Abel inside the house. It had been over a month since Abel had been inside the house, 
and Mariaelena did not know how Abel had gotten inside the house.  
 
Leslie Hildreth Jr. 
  
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1153 hours, Detective Kowalski conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Leslie Hildreth Jr. The interview was conducted inside of Detective 
Kowalski's unmarked LVMPD vehicle which was parked in front of 6998 Berkshire Place. The 
following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcript.  
 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 0550 hours, Hildreth Jr.’s father-in-law, Ricardo Simental-
Lara, was leaving for work when he saw Abel Correa in the driveway of 6990 Berkshire Place. 
Simental-Lara believed there was a TPO which prohibited Correa from being at his mother’s 
residence. At approximately 0600 hours, Hildreth Jr. was woken up by his sister-in-law, Xochitl 
Simental, who stated their neighbor, Correa, had thrown a rock through their window.  
 
Hildreth Jr. checked outside and did not see anyone. Hildreth Jr. checked their surveillance 
system and reviewed the video. Hildreth Jr. saw Correa throw an object through their front 
window then go back inside his mother’s residence next door. Hildreth Jr. recognized Correa 
from previous incidents. Hildreth Jr.’s brother-in-law, Antonio Simental, showed him the tow 
ball hitch on a chair inside the front bedroom. Hildreth Jr. called police at approximately 0615 
hours and told the dispatcher his neighbor threw something through his window and there was 
a TPO in effect against him. Hildreth Jr. waited outside for police to arrive to watch if Correa 
exited the house. While waiting for police to arrive, Correa’s mother (Mariaelena Correa) 
arrived on scene, and Hildreth Jr. told her not to go inside the residence because Correa was 
there. Mariaelena waited outside for police to arrive.  
 
Hildreth Jr. called police for a second time approximately ninety (90) minutes later and was told 
police would be coming. Hildreth Jr. showed the officers the surveillance video footage of 
Correa breaking the window. The officers went over to 6990 Berkshire Place. Approximately 
two (2) minutes after the officers went inside the residence, Hildreth Jr. was standing in front of 
his garage and heard between five (5) and six (6) gunshots and Correa’s mother yelling and 
crying.   
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Hildreth Jr. stated his family believed Correa was responsible for previous incidents of 
vandalism to their property. On June 20, 2015, two (2) tires were slashed on one of the family 
vehicles. They also found the side of their house had been egged. On June 22, 2015, after 
having the tires repaired, the tires were slashed again. Correa approached Hildreth Jr.’s father-
in-law while he was working in the yard and asked, “What witchcraft are you working?” Correa 
also told members of the family he heard voices in their upstairs bedroom closet. Correa told 
them, “You guys got what you got for doing what you do.” The family believed Correa was 
responsible for slashing their tires, but no one had seen him do it. This prompted the family to 
install surveillance cameras; two (2) watching the driveway and one (1) watching their front 
door pointed towards Correa’s residence. Correa’s brother, Moises, had told Hildreth Jr. 
Correa had been using methamphetamine.  
 
Hildreth Jr. recalled another incident between the time the tires had been slashed and July 4, 
2015, when Mariaelena came to their residence and asked them to call the police. Mariaelena 
told them Correa had taken her cell phone and she wanted police to respond. Hildreth Jr. 
believed this incident caused Mariaelena to get a restraining order.   
 
On July 4, 2015, Hildreth Jr. saw Correa staying in the residence while Mariaelena and his 
brother were on vacation. Correa left the residence prior to their return. Hildreth Jr. stated they 
had called police due to there being a restraining order against Correa. Hildreth Jr. saw the 
police at the residence on July 5, 2015, and believed that was when Correa was served with 
the restraining order. 
  
Hildreth Jr. went to the front bedroom and saw a tow ball hitch on a chair and the broken 
window. Hildreth Jr. believed his brother-in-law, Antonio Simental, originally found the ball hitch 
on the chair. 

Xochitl Simental 
 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1227 hours, Detective Kowalski conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Xochitl Simental. The interview was conducted inside of Detective 
Kowalski's unmarked LVMPD vehicle which was parked in front of 6698 Berkshire Place. The 
following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcript.  
 
At approximately 0600 hours, Simental received a call from her father to move the vehicle that 
was parked in their driveway into the garage. When he was leaving for work, Simental’s father, 
Ricardo Simental-Lara, saw Correa in front of his house next door. Simental and her family 
believed Correa was responsible for slashing the tires on their vehicle on two (2) prior 
incidents. The vehicle was moved into the garage and Simental returned to her bedroom. 
Approximately two (2) to four (4) minutes later, Simental heard a loud sound which she 
believed to be glass breaking. Simental searched the house and found the broken window in 
the front bedroom. Simental checked the surveillance camera video, which showed Correa 
throwing an object through the window. Simental recognized Correa from previous contacts 
with him.   
 
Simental woke up her brother-in-law, Leslie Hildreth Jr., and told him what happened. Hildreth 
Jr. looked at the broken window and reviewed the video before calling police. Simental waited 
in the garage for police to arrive. While waiting for police, Correa’s mother, Mariaelena, arrived 
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at her residence. Hildreth Jr. told her Correa was inside her residence, so she waited outside. 
Simental heard between three (3) and five (5) gunshots, but could not see the incident.  
 
Simental recalled prior incidents involving Correa. Mariaelena had asked Simental to call the 
police because Mariaelena told her she was scared Correa was inside the residence. Simental 
stated the second time the tires of their car had been slashed, she and Hildreth Jr. saw Correa 
up all night. Correa also approached Simental's father and said something about witchcraft. 
Simental and Correa got into an argument, and Correa stated he did what he did because 
Simental and her family were doing witchcraft. Mariaelena asked Simental and her family not 
to press charges against Correa because he was using drugs.  
 
Ricardo Correa 
 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1230 hours, Detective Jex conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Ricardo Correa at 6990 Berkshire Place. The following is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the transcript.   
 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 0625 hours, Mariaelena Correa called Ricardo Correa 
and asked him if Abel Correa was at his house. Abel had been living with Ricardo for 
approximately two (2) weeks. Ricardo told her Abel was not at his residence when he left for 
work but saw him the previous night. Mariaelena told Ricardo the police had been called 
because of a problem between Abel and her neighbors. 
 
Ricardo called Mariaelena around 0852 hours and she told him the police had not yet arrived 
and she had not seen Abel. She told Ricardo she was with the neighbors outside the residence 
and did not know if Abel was inside or not. Ricardo told her to let the police do what they 
needed to do and if Abel had to go to jail it would be for his own good. Ricardo told Mariaelena 
to call him back after the police arrived. 
 
At approximately 0910 hours, Mariaelena called Ricardo and told him Abel had been shot by 
the police. Ricardo left work and drove to Mariaelena’s residence. He arrived at the residence 
and met with Mariaelena. She told him the police had shot Abel, who had been hiding in the 
house. Mariaelena told Ricardo she did not hear the police give any verbal commands about 
dropping a weapon before shooting Abel. 
 
Ricardo stated Abel was planning on going to Mexico the following Monday to visit their father. 
He stated Abel had been in trouble with the police, but did not know the details of why. Ricardo 
knew Abel was abusing some kind of drugs, but did not know what kind.  
 
Ricardo Simental-Lara 
 
On August 7, 2015, at approximately 1700 hours, Detective Pazos conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Ricardo Simental-Lara. The interview was conducted inside of 
Detective Pazos' unmarked LVMPD vehicle which was parked in front of 6998 Berkshire Place. 
The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcript.  
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On August 7, 2015, at approximately 0550 hours Simental-Lara was leaving for work when he 
saw Abel Correa in the driveway of 6990 Berkshire Place. Simental-Lara believed there was a 
TPO prohibiting Correa from being at his mother’s residence, and called his son-in-law, Leslie 
Hildreth Jr., to warn him Correa was near their house. 
 
Simental-Lara stated his family has had previous incidents with Correa. On June 20, 2015, two 
(2) tires were slashed on one of the family vehicles. They also found the side of their house 
had been egged. On June 22, 2015, after having the tires repaired, the tires were slashed 
again. Correa approached Simental-Lara while he was working in the yard and asked, “What 
witchcraft are you working?” Correa also told members of the family he heard voices in their 
upstairs bedroom closet. Correa told them, “You guys got what you got for doing what you do.” 
The family believed Correa was responsible for slashing their tires, but no one saw him do it, 
which was why the family installed surveillance cameras; two (2) cameras facing the driveway 
and one (1) watching their front door pointed towards Correa’s residence 
 
Simental-Lara blamed Correa for slashing his tires and Correa sheepishly grinned. Simental-
Lara did not have any direct knowledge that Correa was using any illicit drugs, but he did 
believe Correa was “not right.”   
 
Simental-Lara said that approximately five (5) minutes passed from the time he called home to 
warn about Correa being outside to the time he was called back and told that someone had 
broken his front window. He immediately believed Correa was responsible, and the video 
surveillance previously installed verified Correa as the suspect. Simental-Lara did not return 
home because Hildreth Jr. told Simental-Lara he would make the situation worse. Simental-
Lara was not home when the police arrived or when Correa was shot.   
 
XV. TIMELINE  

Friday, August 7, 2015 

Time 
(hours) 

Description of Event / Action Source 

0616 Leslie Hildreth Jr. called 911 to report his window had 
been broken. It was confirmed through video 
surveillance his neighbor, Abel Correa, was 
responsible. Correa broke the window and then 
returned to his residence at 6990 Berkshire Place.  

Computer Aided Dispatch 
(CAD) 

0752 Hildreth Jr. placed a second call to police to report 
Correa was still inside 6990 Berkshire Place. 

CAD 

0849 Officers Prunchak and Taylor were assigned the call 
and were en route. 

CAD 

0855 Officers Prunchak and Taylor arrived at 6980 
Berkshire Place.  

CAD 

0900 Officers Prunchak and Taylor arrived at 6990 
Berkshire Place.  

CAD 

0906 Shots fired. CAD 
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XVII. FORENSICS REQUESTS / RESULTS 
 
On August 26, 2015, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by Detective 
Jaeger. On October 20, 2015, the Report of Examination for Firearms and Toolmarks was 
completed. On October 22, 2015, the Report of Examination for Biology/DNA casework was 
completed. The details of the reports are listed below.  
 
DNA Examination 
 
Swabbing prepared from the handle of the Phillips-head screwdriver: 
The partial DNA profile obtained from the swabbing prepared from the handle of the Phillips-
head screwdriver is consistent with Abel Correa.  
 
Swabbing prepared from the shaft of the Phillips-head screwdriver: 
The partial DNA profile obtained from the swabbing prepared from the shaft from the Phillips-
head screwdriver is consistent with originating from a single unknown contributor. Due to 
limited data available, no additional conclusions can be made regarding this partial DNA 
profile.  
 
Swabbing prepared from the handle of the flathead screwdriver: 
The full DNA profile obtained from the swabbing prepared from the handle of the flathead 
screwdriver is consistent with Abel Correa.  
 
Swabbing prepared from the stain on the shaft of the flathead screwdriver:  
The full DNA profile obtained from the swabbing prepared from the stain on the shaft of the 
flathead screwdriver is consistent with Abel Correa.  
 
Swabbing prepared from the remaining surfaces of the shaft of the flathead screwdriver: 
The full DNA profile obtained from the swabbing prepared from the remaining surfaces of the 
shaft of the flathead screwdriver is consistent with Abel Correa.  
   
Officer Firearm Examination 
 
On August 26, 2015, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted on the involved 
officers' firearms for a function test and ballistic comparison evidence.  
 
On October 20, 2015, Forensic Scientist D. Angel Moses, P# 8002, submitted the Firearms & 
Tool Marks Report with the following results: 
 
Bullet Comparison 
The three (3) 9mm bullets collected at autopsy had all been fired by the Sig Sauer Pistol.  
 
The two (2) .40 caliber bullets collected at autopsy bear the same overall characteristics as the 
test bullets from the Glock pistol; however, there are insufficient microscopic details for a 
conclusive identification.   
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Cartridge Case Examination 
The four (4) 9mm cartridge cases collected from 6990 Berkshire Place had been fired from the 
Sig Sauer pistol.  
 
The two (2) .40 caliber cartridge cases collected from 6990 Berkshire Place had been fired by 
the Glock pistol. 
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